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Abstract

In this report we discuss our Matlab implementation of an algorithm called ’Ensemble Sampler with Affine
Invariance’ from Goodman et al.[1]. We run several computational tests to investigate how competitive this algo-
rithm is in comparison to other sampling algorithms. Among the objective functions are uncorrelated Gaussians,
correlated Gaussians, non-linear Gaussians and multimodal Gaussians, over several dimensions. We investigate
the integrated autocorrelation time, estimated mean, standard deviation and correlation, estimation of confidence
regions, and the impact of several paremeters.

1 Introduction

We implement a Matlab version of the Ensemble Sampler with Affine Invariance, hereafter abreviated ESAI, from
Goodman et al.[1]. We run several computational experiments to measure performance of ESAI: (i) Christen et al.[2]
and Roberts et al.[3] give four multivariate Gaussians with we which measure Integrated Autocorrelation Time (IAT),
see Section 3.1. (ii) Gilks et al.[4] give a 20 dimensional correlated Gaussian. We use this problem to analyze burn-in,
number of function evaluations and the effect of the ensemble initialization, see Section 3.2. (iii) Haario et al.[5] give
correlated, uncorrelated and non-linear Gaussians in several dimensions. We use those problems to investigate, among
other things, how well confidence regions are approximated, see Section 3.3. (iv) Liang et al.[6] give a Gaussian with 20
modes, which we regard as a challenging problem. We will also use it to show the effect of the ensemble initialization,
see Section 3.4.

2 Implementation

The algorithm is implemented using Matlab 7.10 (R2010a). No severe problems were encountered, as the algorithm
is straight forward. Goodman et al.[1] give a reference implementation of the ’stretch move’ in Python. It is available
under http://danfm.ca/emcee/. We implement the ’stretch move’ and the ’walk move’. This code can be found in the
appendix and is available from Christian Lorenz Mueller (christian.mueller@inf.ethz.ch).
In the follwoing we give a brief overview of the ’stretch move’ and the ’walk move’. We will give the algorithms, but
not discuss their affine invariance property. We refer to Goodman et al.[1] for a detailed discussion of that topic.
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2.1 Overall algorithm

We give a brief overview over the algorithm and the two moves that generate new proposals, the ’stretch move’ and
the ’walk move’. From generation t to t + 1 the algorithm iterates over all ’walkers’ Xk, k = 1, ..., L, where L is the
size of the ensemble X.

for k = 1, ..., L

update: Xk(t)→ Xk(t+ 1)

end

On each update, either a walk move or a stretch move is chosen. By default both moves are equally likely.

2.2 Stretch move

Let N be the number of dimensions, and let z be the scaling factor for the stretch move, drawn from

g(z) ∝

{
1√
z

if z ∈ [ 1
as
, as]

0 otherwise.

as is the stretch move scaling parameter as explained in Section 2.4. If Xk(t) is the current walker we wish to update
and Xj is any other walker from the ensemble, then the new proposal Y is given by

Xk(t)→ Y = Xj + z · (Xk(t)−Xj).

The acceptance probability of the proposal is given by the Metropolis criterion

P
[
Xk(t+ 1) = Y

]
= min

{
1, zN−1

π(Y )

π(Xk(t))

}
.

2.3 Walk move

Let Xk(t) be the current walker we wish to update. Let S be a set of walkers of size sw, that does not contain Xk(t),
drawn from the ensemble X. Then we have the mean of S as

X̄S =
1

sw

∑
Xj∈S

Xj .

Let zj be univariate standard normals, then

W =
∑
Xj∈S

zj(Xj − X̄S)

is normal with mean zero and covariance cov(S). The new proposal is then given by

Xk(t)→ Y = Xk(t) +W.

The acceptance probability of the proposal is given by the Metropolis criterion

P
[
Xk(t+ 1) = Y

]
= min

{
1,

π(Y )

π(Xk(t))

}
.

2.4 Algorithmic parameters

The algorithmic parameters are shown in Table 1. The default values are are taken vom Goodman et al.[1] and perform
well.

ws = 0.5 frequency of stretch move

ww = 0.5 frequency of walk move

wr = 0 frequency of replace move (not implemented)

as = 2 stretch move proposal scale parameter

sw = 3 walk move: number of samples for empiric distribution

Table 1: Algorithmic parameters and default values of ESAI.
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All parameters can be set by the user. The ensemble size L cannot be set directly, it is determined by the size of
the initial ensemble, which is passed to ESAI as an argument. For the ensemble size we suggest a default value of
L = max(10, N), where N is the dimension of the problem.

2.5 Input, output and options

The function signatur of ESAI is

1 function out = esai(fitfun, xstart, inopts)

The input arguments are explained in Table 2 and Table 3, the output in Table 4. The default options are stored in a
struct called ’defopts’. To overwrite, a struct ’inopts’, that contains those members of defopts to be overwritten, can
be passed to ESAI.

Name Function

fitfun String, name of the target density function

xstart N × L matrix, initial ensemble. N = dimension, L = ensemble size

inopts Struct, optional. Can be used to overwrite some or all defopts, see Table 3

Table 2: Input arguments of ESAI.

Name Default Function

Algorithmic parameters:

defopts.w s 0.5 frequency of stretch move

defopts.w w 0.5 frequency of walk move

defopts.w r 0 frequency of replace move (not implemented)

defopts.a s 2.0 stretch move proposal scale parameter

defopts.s w 3 walk move: number of samples for empiric distribution

Default options:

defopts.MaxEval 1e4*(N) number of function evaluations;

defopts.LBounds -Inf lower bounds, scalar or N × 1-vector, needed for plotting

defopts.UBounds Inf upper bounds, scalar or N × 1-vector, needed for plotting

defopts.Display ’off’ [on,off] display 2D landscape while running

defopts.Plotstring ’r.’ plotting symbol of the data points

defopts.VerboseModulo Inf ≥ 0, update plot and give feedback after every i-th sample

defopts.SavingModulo 1e0 ≥ 0, save every i-th sample

defopts.funArgs [] additional function arguments (scalar or vectors) for ’fitfun’ if necessary

Table 3: Default options of ESAI.

Name Function

out.fRaw saved sample fitness

out.xRaw saved samples

out.countVec current total number of evaluations for each saved sample

out.pEmpVec empirical acceptance ratio after each saved sample

out.moveIndVec indicates which move was performed for each saved sample

out.acceptIndVec indicates if the move was accepted for each saved sample

out.opts options that were used, i.e. the merged ’inopts’ and ’defopts’

Table 4: Output of ESAI.

3 Computational Experiments

In this section we will do several computational experiments. We choose four different problem setups, according to
Christen et al.[2], Gilks et al.[4], Haario et al.[5] and Liang et al.[6], respectively. Each is used to analyze different
aspects of the quality of ESAI. In each case we give a description of the underlying problem or computation, the
results of ESAI and a brief discussion.
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3.1 Integrated Autocorrelation Time

Setup

We run ESAI against the problems suggested by Christen et al.[2], which build on Roberts et al.[3]: π(x) =∏N
j=1 Cjg(Cjxj), where g is the standard Normal distribution. Model 0: Cj = 10; model 1: Cj = 1; model 2:

C1 = 2 and Cj = 1, j = 2, 3, ..., N ; model 3: C1 = 1 and Cj ∼ Exp(1), j = 2, 3, ..., N . Christen et al.[2] look at the
integrated autocorrelation time divided by dimension N . We run ESAI for N = 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200
with 1e5 function evaulations each, no burn-in, and the above mentioned default parameters otherwise. In all cases
the ensemble is initialized centered around zero, spread over the whole region of interest. The results are compared to
the t-walk of Christen et al.[2] and, from that same paper, a random walk Metropolis Hastings with correct rescaling
and one with a fixed scaling (optimal at N = 10), see Figure 1 for details.

Integrated autocorrelation time IAT

In Roberts et al.[3] we find that for an arbitrary square integrable function g, IAT is defined as

IAT = 1 + 2

∞∑
i=1

Corr(g(X0), g(Xi)).

X0 is assumed to be distributed according to the target density function π. Goodman et al.[1] give a way to
compute the IAT for ensemble samplers, by averaging the ensemble at each generation. We then compute the IAT
using Sokals adaptive truncated periodogram estimator, implemented in Matlab by Haario et al. [7]. The code is also
given in the appendix.

Figure 1: Integrated Autocorrelation Time divided by number of dimensions IAT/n vs. dimension n for the four
models as in[2][3]. The table on the left shows the results of ESAI. The table on the right shows the original results
of Christen et al[2]. Solid lines: t-walk. Dashed lines: random walk Metropolis Hastings with the correct rescaling.
Dotted lines: random walk Metropolis Hastings with a fixed scaling (optimal at n = 10). The optimal scaling performs
slightly better than the t-walk for models 1 and 2 and is already comparable in the case of model 3. A random walk
M-H with a slightly wrong rescaling was also run, obtaining IAT/n well above 20 in most cases. This rescaling
completely fails for model 3, see dotted and dashed line.

Observations

Figure 1 shows that the IAT/n are good. ESAI performs about as good as a random walk Metropolis Hastings with
correct rescaling, even outperforms it on model 3. It performs better than the t-walk and significantly better than the
random walk M-H with fixed scaling.
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3.2 Mean, covariance and correlation

Setup

Gilks et al.[4] give two algorithms, the ’Snooker algorithm’ and ’Adaptive Direction Sampling’ (ADS), and use a Gibbs
sampler as reference. We reuse that data (see Table 5) and have ESAI run against the same problem setup. Note that
k means population size in the original data, L denotes, equivalently, the ensemble size for ESAI. We will write L in
both cases. The target density is a N = 20 dimensional normal distribution N(10 · 120, I20 + 4 · 120 × 1T

20), 1 being
the unit vector and I the unit matrix. The number of allowed function evaluations is 1e4, no burn-in is used and the
ensembles are initialized randomly from N(020, 10 · I 20). Otherwise, the default ESAI parameters are used.
In the experiment, we look at the mean and standard deviation of only the first three components, xc1, xc2, xc3,
the other 17 components are similar. Additionally, the correlation between every distinct pair of components is
investigated.
For L = 21 we use two additional setups. One with a 50% burn-in and another with 50% burn-in and 1e6 function
evaluations instead of 1e4. The results are shown in Table 5.

Method Mean Standard deviation Avg. corr.
xc1 xc2 xc3 xc1 xc2 xc3

True 10.00 10.00 10.00 2.2 2.2 2.2 0.80
Gibbs sampling 10.03 10.07 10.03 3.5 3.7 3.6 0.92
Snooker algorithm (L = 50) 11.92 11.24 12.44 3.4 2.7 3.7 0.80
ESAI (L = 50) 0.80 0.42 0.31 1.75 1.57 1.51 0.37
Parallel ADS (L = 25) 7.15 7.04 5.47 14.1 15.0 15.6 0.80
ESAI (L = 25) 1.72 0.88 1.04 1.48 1.45 1.37 0.40
Snooker algorithm (L = 5) 10.02 10.13 9.93 1.9 2.1 2.2 0.75
ESAI (L = 5) 0.57 0.16 1.48 1.60 1.75 1.45 0.06
Snooker algorithm (L = 21) 5.34 7.73 2.64 0.9 1.1 0.8 0.00
ESAI (L = 21) 2.13 1.15 1.01 2.25 2.28 1.92 0.76
ESAI (L = 21) (*) 3.23 2.57 1.99 2.18 2.27 2.08 0.80
ESAI (L = 21) (**) 10.05 10.01 10.00 2.20 2.20 2.20 0.80

Table 5: ESAI compared to Snooker algorithm and Parallel ADS from[4]. (*): 50% burn-in. (**): 50% burn-in and
1e6 function evaluations instead of 1e4.

Observations

With one exception, the results are devastating. Adding a burn-in alone does not improve the situation much. The
only good result is achieved with 100 fold increased function evaluations (1e6 instead of 1e4) and a 50% burn-in. But
therefor that result is very good. Figure 2 shows the behavior of ESAI in the case of 1e6 function evaluations and
50% burn-in. We see that it takes roughly 1.5e5 function evaluations to find the mean and roughly 2.2e5 to find the
covariance.
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Figure 2: The upper plots show how the distance between the ensemble mean and the true mean develops over time.
The lower plots show how the estimated covariance approaches the true covariance, using the Frobenius norm and an
averaging window of 5000 generations.

The bias in the estimated covariance presumably lies in a bias in the eigenvalues, i.e. a constant factor c such that
c =

λest,i

λtrue,i
,∀i = 1...N . The plots in Figure 3 address this idea: they show how c = λest

λtrue
develops over time for all

eigenvalues. We see immediately that the bias must come from somewhere else. As of yet we do not know the true
reason.
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Figure 3: c = λest

λtrue
over time, using an averaging window of 5000 generations.

3.3 Uncorrelated, correlated and non-linear Gaussians

Setup

Haario et al.[5] give an adaptive proposal distribution for random walk Metropolis algorithms. They call this method
the Adaptive Proposal (AP). Their AP is compared to an optimally tuned Metropolis algorithm (M) and a single
component Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (SC). The experiment consist of four target density functions, π1 to π4. π1
is an uncorrelated Gaussian distribution, π2 a correlated Gaussian, π3 and π4 are moderately and strongly non-linear
’banana shaped’ distributions, respectively.
The uncorrelated Gaussian test target π1 is a centered multivariate normal distribution N(0, C), with covarianc
C = diag(100, 1, ..., 1). Thus the shape is an ellipsoid with one semi-axis ten times the size of the others.
The correlated Gaussian test target π2 is just the distribution π1 rotated in such a way that the long semi-axis
corresponds to the direction (1, 1, ..., 1). Both linear test cases π1 and π2 are run in dimensions 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32.
The non-linear banan-shaped distributions are constructed from the Gaussian ones by ’twisting’ them as follows. Let
f be the density of the multivariate normal distribution N(0, C), with covariance C = diag(100, 1, ..., 1). The density
function of the ’twisted’ Gaussian with the nonlinearity parameter b > 0 is given by

fb = f ◦ φb,

where the function φb is
φb(x) = (x1, x2 + bx21 − 100b, x3, ..., xN ).

Thus φb only changes the second coordinate. b = 0.03 for the moderately twisted target π3 and b = 0.1 for the strongly
twisted π4. Both π3 and π4 are run in dimensions 2, 4 and 8.
All results are averages over 100 independent runs. Initial ensembles are drawn uniformly from [−1, 1]N . Following
measures are taken:

• mean(||E||): mean distance of the expectation values from the origin, calculated over 100 independent runs:

mean(||E||) = 1
100

∑100
j=1

(∑N
i=1(Eij)

2
) 1

2

, Ej is the mean vector of chain j.

• std(||E|||): the according standard deviation

• diff(≤ 68.3%): difference between the percentage of samples that hit the 68.3% confidence region and the true
value 68.3%. A positive difference means too many and negative means too few samples have hit the region.

• std(≤ 68.3%): the according standard deviation.

• diff(≥ 99%): same difference for points outside the 99% confidence region.
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• std(≥ 99%): the according standard deviation.

• diff(68.3− 95%): again for the 68.3-95% region.

• std(68.3− 95%): the according standard deviation.

• diff(65− 99%): again for the 65-99% region.

• std(65− 99%): the according standard deviation.

• acc. rate (%): percent accepted proposals.

Note that in[5], originally, 1-d measures were taken for the 68.3-95% and 65-99% regions. We prefer the full-d measures
and omit the according 1-d measures.

Observations

All results can be found in the appendix, see Table 10 to Table 17. For a discussion we give here the results of the 4
and 8 dimensional non-linear distributions in Table 6 and Table 7. ESAI is competitive to all the given algorithms.
We also observe that for the non-linear case π4, ESAI is more stable than Adaptive Proposal and Metropolis when the
number of function evaluations increases linearly with the number of dimensions. We also observe that the confidence
regions for 68.3%, 99%, and in between, are nicely approximated in all cases.

Non-linear (π3) Non-linear (π4)

Method SC M AP ESAI SC M AP ESAI

Function Evaluations 20000 20000 20000 20000 40000 40000 40000 40000

mean(||E||) 2.76 2.19 1.27 1.37 6.10 5.68 5.13 3.22

std(||E|||) 2.82 2.04 0.77 0.82 2.86 6.50 12.85 1.93

diff(≤ 68.3%) 0.11 0.34 0.22 -0.53 5.64 3.69 0.45 0.05

std(≤ 68.3%) 8.91 7.84 3.71 3.36 6.99 11.08 11.17 4.92

diff(≥ 99%) 0.20 0.09 0.04 -0.06 0.42 0.21 0.63 -0.13

std(≥ 99%) 0.56 0.71 0.62 0.49 0.26 0.95 5.45 0.95

diff(68.3− 95%) – – – 0.47 – – – 0.24

std(68.3− 95%) – – – 2.35 – – – 3.68

diff(65− 99%) – – – 0.13 – – – -0.16

std(65− 99%) – – – 1.42 – – – 1.82

1-d diff(68.3− 95%) 0.60 0.59 0.09 – 5.65 1.65 1.20 –

1-d std(68.3− 95%) 9.35 5.32 3.37 – 22.11 19.18 7.26 –

1-d diff(65− 99%) 0.17 0.68 0.06 – 3.95 2.88 0.40 –

1-d std(65− 99%) 8.79 7.30 2.43 – 0.38 5.32 7.44 –

acc. rate (%) 70.33 16.07 12.67 31.22 70.45 9.80 6.27 19.97

Table 6: 4-dimenional Gaussian non-linear distributions. Each number is calculated from 100 repetitions. Length of
the burn-in was 50% of the length of the chain. Original data taken from[5], where available.
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Non-linear (π3) Non-linear (π4)

Method SC M AP ESAI SC M AP ESAI

Function Evaluations 40000 40000 40000 40000 80000 80000 80000 80000

mean(||E||) 2.40 2.64 1.31 1.78 6.53 7.89 4.85 3.53

std(||E|||) 1.79 2.81 0.72 0.98 4.79 7.54 4.20 1.60

diff(≤ 68.3%) 1.30 0.18 0.80 -0.07 2.46 0.35 2.13 0.75

std(≤ 68.3%) 4.59 6.70 2.92 2.54 6.48 9.79 5.34 3.54

diff(≥ 99%) 0.16 0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.27 0.07 0.14 -0.07

std(≥ 99%) 0.40 0.66 0.62 0.39 0.34 0.97 0.45 0.38

diff(68.3− 95%) – – – 0.00 – – – -0.62

std(68.3− 95%) – – – 1.85 – – – 2.58

diff(65− 99%) – – – 0.08 – – – -0.06

std(65− 99%) – – – 1.00 – – – 0.99

1-d diff(68.3− 95%) 1.26 0.57 0.53 – 0.67 0.45 3.07 –

1-d std(68.3− 95%) 7.64 4.98 3.14 – 24.84 25.13 7.81 –

1-d diff(65− 99%) 0.83 0.52 0.60 – 3.07 1.49 1.76 –

1-d std(65− 99%) 5.89 7.58 1.99 – 5.33 11.34M 6.36 –

acc. rate (%) 70.37 15.19 14.57 23.59 70.39 7.84 9.59 16.45

Table 7: 8-dimenional Gaussian non-linear distributions. Each number is calculated from 100 repetitions. Length of
the burn-in was 50% of the length of the chain. Original data taken from[5], where available.

In Figure 4 we see in 2D how ESAI explores the 8-dimensional banana-shaped non-linear Gaussian π4. Note that it
quickly finds the mean, indicating that a 50% burn in is not needed, a lower burn-in would suffice. At time point
47600, we see that ESAI explores both arms of π4 at the same time. This is good, but not the rule. In other runs
sequential exploration can be seen or also a bias towards one arm. According videos are available from Christian
Lorenz Mueller (christian.mueller@inf.ethz.ch).
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Figure 4: Behavior of ESAI for π4 over time. We see the ensemble right after initialization, after 10’000 function
evaluations, after 47’600 (shortly after burn-in), and after 80’000 function evaluations. The ensemble is moving
around the mean already after 10’000 function evaluations, indicating a 50% burn in is an overkill in this case. A full
video is available from Christian Lorenz Mueller (christian.mueller@inf.ethz.ch).

3.4 Multimodal Gaussian

Setup

Liang et al.[6] give evolutionary Monte Carlo algorithms with different types of crossover (snooker and real crossover).
They are referred to as Evolutionary A (contains both snooker and real crossover) and Evolutionary B (contains
real crossover only). For comparison they also ran an algorithm called parallel tempering, from Geyer et al.[8], an
algorithm inspired by simulated annealing. Their target density is a two-dimensional mixture model with 20 modes,
means uniformly drawn from from [0, 10]2. The number of iterations (over the whole population) is given as 1e6,
ensemble size is L = 20, i.e. we get 20 · 1e6 function evaluations. The ensemble is initialized uniformly from [0, 1]2 All
results are averages over 20 independent runs. Besides this a 50% burn-in is used and the usual default parameters.
The results of the setup given above are denoted by ESAI A and can be found in Table 8. Considering the region
U [0, 1]× U [0, 1] from which the intial ensemble is drawn and the spread of the modes in U [0, 10]× U [0, 10], problems
can be expected. thus we run another instance of ESAI, drawing the initial ensemble from [0, 10]2 instead. We call
this setup ESAI B. In the original experiment, Evolutionary A performed best. Table 8 shows ESAI A and ESAI B in
comparison to Evolutionary A and parallel tempering. Table 9 compares ESAI B to all algorithms from the original
experiment.
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Evolutionary A Parallel tempering ESAI A ESAI B

Parameter True value Estimate SD Estimate SD Estimate SD

µ1 4.478 4.481 0.0043 4.444 0.0259 4.323 0.4967 4.485 0.0181
µ2 4.905 4.909 0.0076 4.862 0.0230 4.657 0.7347 4.899 0.0269
Σ11 5.552 5.549 0.0062 5.544 0.0507 5.430 0.5345 5.572 0.0432
Σ22 9.861 9.841 0.0097 9.775 0.0481 9.727 0.7161 9.882 0.0473
Σ12 2.605 2.591 0.0105 2.580 0.0434 2.690 0.3798 2.604 0.0551

Table 8: Results of the experiment as done in[6]. Evolutionary A and parallel tempering : reference results taken
from[6]. ESAI A: results of ESAI using the exact same setup as given in[6]. ESAI B : results of ESAI initialized in
U [0, 10]× U [0, 10] instead of U [0, 1]× U [0, 1].

Evolutionary A Evolutionary B Parallel tempering ESAI B

Parameter True value Estimate SD Estimate SD Estimate SD Estimate SD

µ1 4.478 4.481 0.0043 4.444 0.0259 3.781 0.0316 4.485 0.0181
µ2 4.905 4.909 0.0076 4.862 0.0230 4.337 0.0435 4.899 0.0269
Σ11 5.552 5.549 0.0062 5.544 0.0507 3.656 0.1114 5.572 0.0432
Σ22 9.861 9.841 0.0097 9.775 0.0481 8.546 0.0485 9.882 0.0473
Σ12 2.605 2.591 0.0105 2.580 0.0434 1.294 0.0839 2.604 0.0551

Table 9: Results of the experiment as done in[6]. Evolutionary A, Evolutionary B and parallel tempering : reference
results taken from[6]. ESAI B : results of ESAI initialized in U [0, 10]× U [0, 10] instead of U [0, 1]× U [0, 1].

Observations

In Table 8 we see that all algorithms outperform ESAI A. In Table 9 we see that ESAI B is competitive to Evolutionary
A and outperforms parallel tempering. ESAI A shows a very high standard deviation in comparison to the other
algorithms. In Table 9 we see that ESAI B in fact is competitive to Evolutionary A and Evolutionary B.
Although ESAI A does not perform so well, our initial fear that it will not find all modes is not confirmed, see Figure 5.
Observing the behaviour of ESAI A shows that it struggles to move the ensemble between the modes. This makes the
burn-in of 50% crucial. With an initialization across the whole range of modes, a smaller burn-in suffices. Note that
it is the walk move, and not the stretch move, that helps ESAI jump between the modes.

Figure 5: Representative plots for the behavior of ESAI A (left) and ESAI B (right). Both find all modes.

4 Discussion

The test run in Section 3.1 shows that the integrated autocorrelation time is very good. But we have to note that the
ensembles were initialized centering the mean, spread across the domain, i.e. there was no challenge to find higher
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density regions first. In Section 3.2 we already see that if ESAI is not initialized close enough to the target distributions
regions of higher density, it takes significantly more function evaluations until acceptable results are achieved. Those
results also suggest that applying a sufficiently large burn-in is crucial in such cases. Further along, in Section 3.3 we
see that ESAI is competitive to all the given algorithms and in most cases outperforms single component Metropolis
Hastings. Additionally, ESAI shows higher stability than Adaptive Proposal for the non-linear banana-shaped model
π4, when the number of function evaulations scales linearly with the number of dimensions. We also see that the
confidence regions are approximated well, even in the strongly banana-shaped Gaussian. In the same section we see
that if the ensemble is initialized close enough to the mean, a high burn-in brings no benefit. In Section 3.4 we see
from a multimodal example that the results strongly depend on the initialization of the ensemble. A wide enough
spread of the initial ensemble across the whole domain helps.

ESAI is a very simple algorithm and no parameter tuning was needed to get good results. Care has to be taken of the
number of function evaluations, burn-in and initialization of the ensemble. If the ensemble is initialized close enough
to, or around, the mean, a lower burn-in and less function evaluations are needed to sample correctly from the target
distribution. Otherwise, ESAI needs much more time to find important regions, thus needing many more function
evaluations and a high burn-in to discard the horrible initial phase.

5 Conclusions

We have presented ESAI, a Matlab implementation of the Ensemble Sampler with Affine Invariance, from Goodman
et al.[1]. We have performed several computational tests on uncorrelated, correlated, non-linear and multimodal
Gaussians. These test have given evidence that ESAI is a valid and competitive sampler, especially given its simplicity.
We have also shown that it is important to ensure a sufficiently large number of function evaluations and a high burn-in,
unless the ensemble is initialized around the mean, or, in multimodal cases, spread over the whole domain.
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Appendix

Haario Results

Uncorrelated (π1) Correlated (π2)

Method SC M AP ESAI SC M AP ESAI

Function Evaluations 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000

mean(||E||) 0.66 0.46 0.40 0.68 4.71 0.44 0.49 0.69

std(||E|||) 0.47 0.31 0.30 0.47 3.76 0.31 0.38 0.45

diff(≤ 68.3%) 0.48 0.02 0.29 0.16 1.69 0.31 0.75 0.17

std(≤ 68.3%) 2.39 2.26 2.33 2.69 11.79 2.19 2.41 2.51

diff(≥ 99%) 0.08 0.01 0.08 -0.00 0.09 0.07 0.05 -0.07

std(≥ 99%) 0.51 0.48 0.5 0.46 4.04 0.47 0.48 0.42

diff(68.3− 95%) – – – -0.16 – – – -0.12

std(68.3− 95%) – – – 2.13 – – – 2.04

diff(65− 99%) – – – 0.01 – – – 0.01

std(65− 99%) – – – 0.86 – – – 0.86

acc. rate (%) 70.72 35.22 36.65 61.15 78.09 35.27 36.56 61.13

Table 10: 2-dimenional Gaussian distributions. Each number is calculated from 100 repetitions. Length of the burn-in
was 50% of the length of the chain. Original data taken from[5], where available.

Uncorrelated (π1) Correlated (π2)

Method SC M AP ESAI SC M AP ESAI

Function Evaluations 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000

mean(||E||) 0.71 0.44 0.44 0.63 5.05 0.45 0.47 0.73

std(||E|||) 0.52 0.33 0.34 0.45 3.83 0.31 0.30 0.52

diff(≤ 68.3%) 0.62 0.30 0.25 0.13 0.48 0.08 0.60 -0.03

std(≤ 68.3%) 2.84 2.11 2.07 2.31 8.99 2.09 2.45 1.86

diff(≥ 99%) 0.09 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.02 -0.04

std(≥ 99%) 0.50 0.39 0.42 0.38 0.96 0.42 0.44 0.35

diff(68.3− 95%) – – – -0.13 – – – 0.21

std(68.3− 95%) – – – 1.94 – – – 1.57

diff(65− 99%) – – – -0.03 – – – -0.14

std(65− 99%) – – – 0.71 – – – 0.63

acc. rate (%) 70.53 29.55 30.76 46.94 74.00 29.58 31.06 47.06

Table 11: 4-dimenional Gaussian distributions. Each number is calculated from 100 repetitions. Length of the burn-in
was 50% of the length of the chain. Original data taken from[5], where available.

Uncorrelated (π1) Correlated (π2)

Method SC M AP ESAI SC M AP ESAI

Function Evaluations 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000

mean(||E||) 0.63 0.47 0.46 0.79 5.74 0.46 0.42 0.77

std(||E|||) 0.44 0.26 0.33 0.49 3.79 0.30 0.25 0.44

diff(≤ 68.3%) 0.07 0.08 0.02 -0.12 0.84 0.05 0.03 0.23

std(≤ 68.3%) 2.87 2.10 1.92 1.62 6.03 2.18 2.04 1.80

diff(≥ 99%) 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.01 -0.08

std(≥ 99%) 0.56 0.35 0.32 0.28 0.58 0.35 0.41 0.26

diff(68.3− 95%) – – – -0.06 – – – -0.08

std(68.3− 95%) – – – 1.37 – – – 1.53

diff(65− 99%) – – – 0.15 – – – -0.07

std(65− 99%) – – – 0.60 – – – 0.51

acc. rate (%) 70.39 26.42 27.96 33.50 71.75 26.37 27.85 33.50

Table 12: 8-dimenional Gaussian distributions. Each number is calculated from 100 repetitions. Length of the burn-in
was 50% of the length of the chain. Original data taken from[5], where available.
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Uncorrelated (π1) Correlated (π2)

Method SC M AP ESAI SC M AP ESAI

Function Evaluations 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000

mean(||E||) 0.71 0.44 0.49 0.77 5.63 0.49 0.63 0.83

std(||E|||) 0.44 0.24 0.28 0.42 3.94 0.28 0.37 0.57

diff(≤ 68.3%) 0.23 0.17 0.30 0.31 0.43 0.03 0.25 0.31

std(≤ 68.3%) 3.14 1.98 2.11 1.35 5.94 2.37 2.63 1.30

diff(≥ 99%) 0.09 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.02 -0.01

std(≥ 99%) 0.50 0.37 0.34 0.19 0.61 0.36 0.40 0.19

diff(68.3− 95%) – – – -0.26 – – – -0.29

std(68.3− 95%) – – – 1.20 – – – 1.05

diff(65− 99%) – – – -0.05 – – – -0.01

std(65− 99%) – – – 0.40 – – – 0.49

acc. rate (%) 70.65 24.77 26.84 22.52 71.21 24.73 26.90 22.50

Table 13: 16-dimenional Gaussian distributions. Each number is calculated from 100 repetitions. Length of the
burn-in was 50% of the length of the chain. Original data taken from[5], where available.

Non-linear (π3) Non-linear (π4)

Method SC M AP ESAI SC M AP ESAI

Function Evaluations 80000 80000 80000 80000 80000 80000 80000 80000

mean(||E||) 0.84 0.55 0.71 0.75 3.96 0.54 0.70 0.77

std(||E|||) 0.41 0.33 0.32 0.25 2.19 0.27 0.31 0.29

diff(≤ 68.3%) 0.26 0.02 0.23 -0.03 0.19 1.14 1.06 0.17

std(≤ 68.3%) 2.77 2.21 2.18 1.12 2.89 1.90 2.38 1.11

diff(≥ 99%) 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.02 2.21 2.28 2.55P 0.02

std(≥ 99%) 0.53 0.33 0.37 0.18 0.88 0.54 0.74 0.17

diff(68.3− 95%) – – – -0.13 – – – -0.17

std(68.3− 95%) – – – 1.03 – – – 0.94

diff(65− 99%) – – – 0.14 – – – -0.01

std(65− 99%) – – – 0.36 – – – 0.37

acc. rate (%) 70.60 23.95 26.12 14.76 70.79 22.46 26.23 14.76

Table 14: 32-dimenional Gaussian distributions. Each number is calculated from 100 repetitions. Length of the
burn-in was 50% of the length of the chain. Original data taken from[5], where available.

Non-linear (π3) Non-linear (π4)

Method SC M AP ESAI SC M AP ESAI

Function Evaluations 10000 10000 10000 10000 20000 20000 20000 20000

mean(||E||) 3.03 2.01 1.10 1.42 7.03 5.30 2.62 2.80

std(||E|||) 3.44 2.50 0.67 0.86 6.30 3.56 1.61 1.61

diff(≤ 68.3%) 0.78 0.27 0.02 0.17 3.83 2.98 0.90 -0.21

std(≤ 68.3%) 12.10 9.79 4.19 3.73 18.75 16.12 5.45 6.03

diff(≥ 99%) 0.05 0.31 0.10 0.13 0.55 0.55 0.08 -0.28

std(≥ 99%) 3.37 3.73 0.93 1.38 0.49 0.38 1.39 0.66

diff(68.3− 95%) – – – -0.21 – – – 0.65

std(68.3− 95%) – – – 2.98 – – – 4.77

diff(65− 99%) – – – -0.09 – – – -0.17

std(65− 99%) – – – 1.41 – – – 2.35

1-d diff(68.3− 95%) 0.63 0.69 0.30 – 1.57 1.00 0.37 –

1-d std(68.3− 95%) 9.30 5.14 0.30 – 24.36 21.10 4.37 –

1-d diff(65− 99%) 0.28 0.18 0.02 – 1.78 3.01 0.48 –

1-d std(65− 99%) 6.99 6.15 0.02 – 30.64 5.17 2.56 –

acc. rate (%) 70.51 19.54 12.84 39.48 70.58 9.80 5.01 24.00

Table 15: 2-dimenional non-linear distributions. Each number is calculated from 100 repetitions. Length of the burn-in
was 50% of the length of the chain. Original data taken from[5], where available.
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Non-linear (π3) Non-linear (π4)

Method SC M AP ESAI SC M AP ESAI

Function Evaluations 20000 20000 20000 20000 40000 40000 40000 40000

mean(||E||) 2.76 2.19 1.27 1.37 6.10 5.68 5.13 3.22

std(||E|||) 2.82 2.04 0.77 0.82 2.86 6.50 12.85 1.93

diff(≤ 68.3%) 0.11 0.34 0.22 -0.53 5.64 3.69 0.45 0.05

std(≤ 68.3%) 8.91 7.84 3.71 3.36 6.99 11.08 11.17 4.92

diff(≥ 99%) 0.20 0.09 0.04 -0.06 0.42 0.21 0.63 -0.13

std(≥ 99%) 0.56 0.71 0.62 0.49 0.26 0.95 5.45 0.95

diff(68.3− 95%) – – – 0.47 – – – 0.24

std(68.3− 95%) – – – 2.35 – – – 3.68

diff(65− 99%) – – – 0.13 – – – -0.16

std(65− 99%) – – – 1.42 – – – 1.82

1-d diff(68.3− 95%) 0.60 0.59 0.09 – 5.65 1.65 1.20 –

1-d std(68.3− 95%) 9.35 5.32 3.37 – 22.11 19.18 7.26 –

1-d diff(65− 99%) 0.17 0.68 0.06 – 3.95 2.88 0.40 –

1-d std(65− 99%) 8.79 7.30 2.43 – 0.38 5.32 7.44 –

acc. rate (%) 70.33 16.07 12.67 31.22 70.45 9.80 6.27 19.97

Table 16: 4-dimenional non-linear distributions. Each number is calculated from 100 repetitions. Length of the burn-in
was 50% of the length of the chain. Original data taken from[5], where available.

Non-linear (π3) Non-linear (π4)

Method SC M AP ESAI SC M AP ESAI

Function Evaluations 40000 40000 40000 40000 80000 80000 80000 80000

mean(||E||) 2.40 2.64 1.31 1.78 6.53 7.89 4.85 3.53

std(||E|||) 1.79 2.81 0.72 0.98 4.79 7.54 4.20 1.60

diff(≤ 68.3%) 1.30 0.18 0.80 -0.07 2.46 0.35 2.13 0.75

std(≤ 68.3%) 4.59 6.70 2.92 2.54 6.48 9.79 5.34 3.54

diff(≥ 99%) 0.16 0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.27 0.07 0.14 -0.07

std(≥ 99%) 0.40 0.66 0.62 0.39 0.34 0.97 0.45 0.38

diff(68.3− 95%) – – – 0.00 – – – -0.62

std(68.3− 95%) – – – 1.85 – – – 2.58

diff(65− 99%) – – – 0.08 – – – -0.06

std(65− 99%) – – – 1.00 – – – 0.99

1-d diff(68.3− 95%) 1.26 0.57 0.53 – 0.67 0.45 3.07 –

1-d std(68.3− 95%) 7.64 4.98 3.14 – 24.84 25.13 7.81 –

1-d diff(65− 99%) 0.83 0.52 0.60 – 3.07 1.49 1.76 –

1-d std(65− 99%) 5.89 7.58 1.99 – 5.33 11.34M 6.36 –

acc. rate (%) 70.37 15.19 14.57 23.59 70.39 7.84 9.59 16.45

Table 17: 8-dimenional Gaussian non-linear distributions. Each number is calculated from 100 repetitions. Length of
the burn-in was 50% of the length of the chain. Original data taken from[5], where available.
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Matlab code of ESAI

1 function out = esai(fitfun,xstart,inopts)

2 %------------------------------------------------------------------------

3 % Implementation of the Ensemble Sampler with Affine Invariance ESAI

4 % (Goodman and Weare, 2010)

5 % When using this code please cite:

6 %

7 % Tom Lampart

8 % Christian L. Mueller, MOSAIC group, ETH Zurich, Switzerland

9 %-------------------------------------------------------------------------

10

11 % dimension of the problem and size of the ensemble

12 [N, L] = size(xstart);

13

14 % Options defaults: Stopping criteria % (value of stop flag)

15 defopts.MaxEval = 1e4*(N); % number of function evaluations;

16 defopts.LBounds = -Inf; % lower bounds, scalar or Nx1-vector’, needed for plotting;

17 defopts.UBounds = Inf; % upper bounds, scalar or Nx1-vector’, needed for plotting;

18 defopts.Display = ’off’; % [on|off] Display 2D landscape while running’.

19 defopts.Plotstring = ’r.’; % plotting symbol of the data points

20 defopts.VerboseModulo = Inf; % >=0, update plot and give feedback after every i-th evaluation’;

21 defopts.SavingModulo = 1e0; % >=0, saving after every i-th evaluation’;

22 defopts.funArgs = []; % give function arguments (scalar or vectors) if necessary

23

24 % Default options for the algorithmic parameters of ESWAI

25 defopts.w_s = 0.5; % frequency of stretch move

26 defopts.w_w = 0.5; % frequency of walk move

27 defopts.w_r = 0; % frequency of replace move

28 defopts.a_s = 2.0; % stretch move proposal scale parameter

29 defopts.s_w = 3; % walk move: number of samples for empiric distribution

30

31 % ---------------------- Handling Input Parameters ----------------------

32

33 if isempty(fitfun)

34 error(’Objective function not determined’);

35 end

36 if ~ischar(fitfun)

37 error(’first argument FUN must be a string’);

38 end

39

40 if nargin < 2

41 xstart = [];

42 end

43

44 if isempty(xstart)

45 error(’Initial pair of search points is not provided’);

46 end

47

48 % Compose options opts

49 if nargin < 3 || isempty(inopts) % no input options available

50 opts = defopts;

51 else

52 opts = getoptions(inopts, defopts);

53 end

54

55 % Make sure we do not plot more often than we save

56 if opts.VerboseModulo < opts.SavingModulo

57 opts.VerboseModulo = opts.SavingModulo;

58 end

59

60 if opts.a_s <= 1

61 error(’Argument a_s must be greater 1’);
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62 end

63

64 if opts.s_w < 2

65 error(’Argument s_w must be greater or equal 2’);

66 end

67

68 if opts.s_w > L - 1

69 error(’Argument s_w must be below L-1’);

70 end

71

72

73 % ---------------------- Setup algorithmic parameters ----------------------

74

75 a_s = opts.a_s;

76 s_w = opts.s_w;

77 w_s = opts.w_s;

78 w_w = opts.w_w;

79 w_r = opts.w_r;

80

81 % Store in weight vector

82 wVec = [w_s,w_w,w_r];

83

84 % More variables

85 saveInd = 1; % index of next ’saving slot’

86 lastSaveInd = 1; % index of next ’plot slot’

87 counteval = 1;

88 numAcc = 0;

89

90 % Initialize output variables

91

92 % fRaw stores the values of alle walkers that are saved

93 fRaw = zeros(opts.MaxEval/opts.SavingModulo,1);

94

95 % xRaw stores the coordinates of all walkers that are saved

96 xRaw = zeros(opts.MaxEval/opts.SavingModulo,N);

97

98 % countVec stores the number of evaluations in total whenever we save

99 countVec = zeros(opts.MaxEval/opts.SavingModulo,1);

100

101 % pEmpVec stores the current empirical acceptance ratio whenever we save

102 pEmpVec = zeros(opts.MaxEval/opts.SavingModulo,1);

103

104 % moveIndVec indicates which moves were performed on the saved walkers

105 moveIndVec = zeros(opts.MaxEval/(opts.SavingModulo),1);

106

107 % acceptIndVec indicates which walkers were accepted

108 acceptIndVec = zeros(opts.MaxEval/opts.SavingModulo,1);

109

110

111 % Compute function values for plotting. Ignored if Display = ’off’

112 if strcmp(opts.Display,’on’)

113

114 if (any(isinf(opts.LBounds)) || any(isinf(opts.UBounds)))

115 disp(’Display option is ignored because no bounds are given’)

116 else

117 figure(23)

118

119 x = linspace(opts.LBounds(1),opts.UBounds(1),100);

120 y = linspace(opts.LBounds(2),opts.UBounds(2),100);

121 f = zeros(length(x),length(y));

122

123 for j=1:length(x)

124 for i=1:length(y)
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125 if isempty(opts.funArgs)

126 f(i,j)=feval(fitfun, [x(j);y(i)]);

127 else

128 f(i,j)=feval(fitfun, [x(j);y(i)],opts.funArgs);

129 end

130 end

131 end

132

133 [X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y);

134

135 if strcmp(fitfun,’fnoisysphere’)

136 contour(X,Y,f,10)

137 else

138 contour(X,Y,f,100)

139 end

140

141 hold on

142 grid on

143 drawnow

144 end

145

146 end

147

148 % ----------------- Setup initial settings ---------------------------

149

150 currX = xstart;

151 currF = zeros(1,L);

152

153 if isempty(opts.funArgs)

154 for i = 1:L

155 currF(i)=feval(fitfun, currX(:,i));

156 end

157 else

158 for i = 1:L

159 currF(i)=feval(fitfun, currX(:,i),opts.funArgs);

160 end

161 end

162

163 % -------------------- Generation Loop --------------------

164 while counteval <= opts.MaxEval

165

166 % ---------------------- Ensemble Loop ----------------------

167 for walkerInd = 1:L

168 if counteval <= opts.MaxEval % Only finish last iteration partially

169

170 % Select which move to perform

171 moveInd = find(rand<cumsum(wVec),1,’first’);

172 acceptInd = 0;

173

174 switch moveInd

175

176 % Stretch move

177 case 1

178 [newX, z] = stretchMove(currX, walkerInd, a_s);

179

180 % Walk move

181 case 2

182 newX = walkMove(currX, walkerInd, s_w);

183

184 % Replace move

185 case 3

186 newX = replaceMove(currX);

187
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188 otherwise

189 error(’Error in move set selection’)

190 end

191

192 % Evaluate new candidate

193 if isempty(opts.funArgs)

194 newF=feval(fitfun, newX(:,walkerInd));

195 else

196 newF=feval(fitfun, newX(:,walkerInd),opts.funArgs);

197 end

198

199 switch moveInd

200

201 % Stretch move accept ratio

202 case 1

203 dF = z^(N-1) * newF/currF(walkerInd);

204

205 % Walk move accept ratio

206 case 2

207 dF = newF/currF(walkerInd);

208

209 % Replace move accept ratio

210 case 3

211 dF = 0;

212

213 otherwise

214 error(’Error in accept criterion selection’)

215

216 end

217

218 % special case: currF equals zero => df is NaN -> accept

219 % move

220 % with probability 1 -> no good.

221 % good.

222 if isnan(dF)

223 dF = newF;

224 end

225

226 % Upper bound by 1

227 dF = min(1,dF);

228

229 if rand<dF

230 currF(walkerInd) = newF;

231 currX = newX;

232 numAcc = numAcc + 1;

233 acceptInd = 1;

234 end

235

236 % Save data and plot (if ’on’)

237 if mod(counteval,opts.SavingModulo)==0

238

239 fRaw(saveInd)=currF(walkerInd);

240 xRaw(saveInd,:)=currX(:, walkerInd)’;

241

242 countVec(saveInd) = counteval;

243 pEmpVec(saveInd) = numAcc/counteval;

244

245 moveIndVec(saveInd) = moveInd;

246 acceptIndVec(saveInd) = acceptInd;

247

248 % update plots

249 if strcmp(opts.Display,’on’) && ~(any(isinf(opts.LBounds)) || any(isinf(opts.UBounds))) ...

250 && (mod(counteval,opts.VerboseModulo)==0)
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251

252 figure(23)

253 plot(xRaw(lastSaveInd:saveInd,1),xRaw(lastSaveInd:saveInd,2),opts.Plotstring,’MarkerSize’,10);

254 lastSaveInd = saveInd + 1;

255 end

256

257 saveInd = saveInd+1;

258 end % of saving

259

260 if (mod(counteval,opts.VerboseModulo)==0)

261 disp([’Evaluations: ’,num2str(counteval)]);

262 disp([’Acceptance ratio: ’,num2str(numAcc/counteval)]);

263 end

264

265 counteval = counteval + 1;

266

267 end % of if counteval <= MaxEval

268

269 end % Ensemble Loop

270

271 end % Generation Loop

272

273 % Save the output to struct ’out’

274 out.fRaw = fRaw;

275 out.xRaw = xRaw;

276 out.countVec = countVec;

277 out.pEmpVec = pEmpVec;

278 out.moveIndVec = moveIndVec;

279 out.acceptIndVec = acceptIndVec;

280 out.opts = opts;

281

282

283 % ------------------- Move sets -----------------------------

284 %

285 % -----------------------------------------------------------

286 function [newX, z] = stretchMove(currX, walkerInd, a_s)

287 % currX: current set of walkers, i.e. the ensemble

288 % walkerInd: integer to indicate which walker to update

289 % a_s: scale parameter, default = 2.0

290

291 % START input handling

292 if nargin < 1

293 error(’in function stretchMove: no arguments’);

294 elseif nargin < 2

295 error(’in function stretchMove: missing argument: walkerInd’);

296 elseif nargin < 3

297 a_s = 2.0;

298 end

299

300 [~, L] = size(currX); % dimension and size of the ensemble

301

302 if walkerInd < 1

303 error(’in function stretchMove: argument walkerInd below 1’);

304 elseif walkerInd > L

305 error(’in function stretchMove: argument walkerInd above L’);

306 end

307 if a_s <= 1

308 error(’in function stretchMove: argument a_s must be greater 1’);

309 end

310 % START input handling

311

312 % Randomly select a 2nd walker for the stretch move

313 coWalkerInd = walkerInd;
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314 while coWalkerInd == walkerInd

315 coWalkerInd = randi(L);

316 end

317

318 % Sample stepsize scaling factor from 1/sqrt(z)

319 u = rand;

320 z = (u*(a_s-1) + 1)^2/a_s;

321

322 % Generate proposal

323 newX = currX;

324 newX(:,walkerInd) = currX(:,coWalkerInd) + z*(currX(:,walkerInd) - currX(:,coWalkerInd));

325

326 function newX = walkMove(currX, walkerInd, s_w)

327 % currX: current set of walkers, i.e. the ensemble

328 % walkerInd: integer to indicate which walker to update

329 % s_w: number of points for empiric distribution, default = 3.0

330

331 % START input handling

332 if nargin < 1

333 error(’in function walkMove: no arguments’);

334 elseif nargin < 2

335 error(’in function walkMove: missing argument: walkerInd’);

336 end

337

338 [~, L] = size(currX); % dimension and size of the ensemble

339

340 if s_w < 2

341 error(’in function walkMove: argument s_w must be greater or equal 2’);

342 end

343

344 if s_w > L - 1

345 error(’in function walkMove: argument s_w must be less or equal L-1’);

346 end

347 % END input handling

348

349 % Select a random subset of coWalkers of size w_s

350 indices = [1:walkerInd - 1 , walkerInd + 1:L];

351 perm = randperm(L-1);

352 coWalkerInds = indices(perm(1:s_w));

353 coWalkers = currX(:, coWalkerInds);

354

355 % Compute the mean of the empirical distribution of the coWalkers

356 meanS = mean(coWalkers, 2);

357

358 % Compute a walk move

359 z = normrnd(0,1,s_w,1);

360 m = coWalkers - repmat(meanS,1,s_w); % ’move’ cowalkers around zero

361 w = m*z;

362

363 % TODO?: in Haario 1999, section 4, a scaling factor of 2.4/sqrt(N) is

364 % measured to give significant quality increase

365

366 % propose new walker

367 newX = currX;

368 newX(:, walkerInd) = newX(:, walkerInd) + w;

369

370 function newX = replaceMove(currX)

371 newX = currX;

Matlab code for integrated autocorrleation time iact

1 function [tau,m] = iact(dati)
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2 %IACT estimates the integrated autocorrelation time

3 % using Sokal’s adaptive truncated periodogram estimator.

4

5 % Originally contributed by Antonietta Mira by name sokal.m

6

7 % Marko Laine <Marko.Laine@Helsinki.FI>

8 % $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 2004/08/23 12:27:48 $

9

10 if length(dati) == numel(dati)

11 dati = dati(:);

12 end

13

14 [mx,nx] = size(dati);

15 tau = zeros(1,nx);

16 m = zeros(1,nx);

17

18 x = fft(dati);

19 xr = real(x);

20 xi = imag(x);

21 xr = xr.^2+xi.^2;

22 xr(1,:)=0;

23 xr=real(fft(xr));

24 var=xr(1,:)./length(dati)/(length(dati)-1);

25

26 for j = 1:nx

27 if var(j) == 0

28 continue

29 end

30 xr(:,j)=xr(:,j)./xr(1,j);

31 sum=-1/3;

32 for i=1:length(dati)

33 sum=sum+xr(i,j)-1/6;

34 if sum<0

35 tau(j)=2*(sum+(i-1)/6);

36 m(j)=i;

37 break

38 end

39 end

40 end
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